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How to avoid negative self-talk
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“There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.” Hamlet

By Christian Jarrett

havioural Therapy, which aims to
help people deal with mental health
problems by changing their thought
patterns. The ancient Greeks knew
it too. “People are disturbed not by
things but by the views which they
take of them,” wrote Epictetus. So
did Shakespeare: “There is nothing
either good or bad,” says Hamlet,
“but thinking makes it so”.
Similar to the spiral of thoughts
that led to my plane terror, negative
thoughts and self-talk can affect the
way we deal with social situations
and work challenges. For instance,
social anxiety can be fuelled by
thoughts like “everyone is staring at
me” or “he must think I’m so boring”. Depression can be fuelled by
thoughts like “my life is hopeless” or
“I’m never going to be happy again.”
These kind of negative thoughts
can also translate into a biased way
of looking at situations as we seek

to confirm our worst fears. For example, last year Chinese researchers tracked the eye movements of
volunteers as they gave a speech to
a small audience online. The socially
anxious volunteers spent more time
looking at the audience members
who were yawning and frowning
than did the non-anxious volunteers,
which only served to increased their
anxiety. Similarly, when we’re depressed we tend to find it easier to recall negative memories, rather than
positive ones, confirming our pessimistic predictions about the future.
Our thought processes can also
influence the way that we think
about recent events, especially if
we wish they had gone better. The
worst thing is when your critical
inner voice goes into overdrive.
Imagine you’ve just been on an unsuccessful date or failed in your application for a new job. If we have
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Seventeen years ago, 10,000
metres above the English channel,
I managed to talk myself into a minor panic attack. It started when
I noticed a disconcerting change
to the pitch of the plane’s engine.
Then I (thought I) saw the stewards’ anxious faces. I also reminded
myself that we’d taken off late, and
that this was a new budget airline
with no proven safety record. After a few moments of conversation
in my head, I convinced myself
that the engines were faulty, the
stewards knew we were doomed,
and it was all because of dangerous cost-cutting by the airline.
I sat there in sheer terror thanks
entirely to my own negative, catastrophic thoughts.
The idea that our thoughts or
how we perceive a situation can
drive our emotions is one of the
main foundations of Cognitive Be-
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Life moves on and it’s
unlikely other people
will be judging you
as harshly as you are
judging yourself.

ganisation’s annual fund raiser. In tears afterwards she
felt humiliated and the catastrophising thoughts kicked
in: for weeks Donziger replayed what had happened and
how she’d let the organisation down.
In fact, that night was a record-breaker in terms of
funds raised. The audience just hadn’t cared that much
about the speech, which after all had only been a small
part of the evening. On hearing the fund-raising outcome, writes Eurich, Donziger had a revelation: other
people rarely care about things as much as we do (they
especially don’t care as much about what we see as our
own failings). This is an important message to remember the next time you are reeling from a disappointing
business meeting, sales pitch or family get-together. Life
moves on and it’s unlikely other people will be judging
you as harshly as you are judging yourself.
In a similar vein, the Nobel-winning psychologist
Daniel Kahneman warns about the effects of the “focusing illusion”, our tendency to inflate the importance of
a single aspect of an event. “Nothing in life is as important as you think it is, while you are thinking about it,”
writes Kahneman in his bestselling book Thinking Fast
and Slow.
Thankfully there are several simple insights, tips, and
tricks you can use to help take more control of your selftalk, or at least give it a more positive vibe. Of course, if
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the kind of personality that’s vulnerable to anxiety or
low mood, we might tell ourselves that the outcome
shows we’re simply not very attractive or not intelligent
enough. The theme will be that we, not the situation
or anyone else, are to blame, and that the events tell
us something permanent and absolute about the kind of
person we are. And the consequences, we might conclude, will be catastrophic: we’ll always be single, we’ll
never get a job.
Getting trapped in negative self-talk is incredibly
common and can happen to even the most inspirational
of characters. In her recent book Insight: The Power of
Self-Awareness in a Self-Deluded World, psychologist Tasha Eurich tells an anecdote about Marcia Donziger, who
survived ovarian cancer and went on to found MyLifeLine.org, a site for cancer patients and their friends and
relatives to stay connected. Normally a gifted public
speaker, one year Donziger gave a poor speech at her or-

you are seriously depressed or anxious, you should seek help from your
family doctor who may refer you to
a psychotherapist. (A few tips in an
article are no substitute for a course
of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
with a trained practitioner.)
That caution noted, a good
starting point is simply to start paying more attention to the ways that
you think about things and how you
talk to yourself in your head. One
simple way to do this is to write
down your thoughts about a particular issue that’s relevant to your life
or a recent situation you’ve been in
that you’re worried about.
In general, unhelpful self-talk
tends to be black and white in nature (“everything about that interview was a nightmare”; “it was all my
fault”; “I will never be good at this”)
and often includes words exhorting
yourself to aspire to an impossible
standard: “always”, “should”, “must”.
Negative self-talk also tends to overgeneralise: “I’m a bad mother” rather
than “I did the wrong thing, how can
I make sure I don’t make the same
mistake again?”. When you consider
the ways that you talk to yourself,
ask whether you would speak to a
close friend or relative with the same
harshness. Try to treat yourself with
as much compassion as you would
another person.
Meanwhile, when you’re anxious
about something that’s about to happen: a presentation you’ve got to give
to your colleagues, for example, a useful tip is to reframe your fears as excitement and to see the situation as a
challenge that’s within your capabilities rather than a threat that’s beyond
what you can cope with.
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One simple self-talk tip is to say
to yourself “You can do it!” rather
than “I can do it!”. Research has
found that using the second-person
“You” boosts performance better
and makes us more willing to take
on more challenges, perhaps because this phrasing reminds us of
support we received from others.
Finally, if you find yourself
constantly getting stuck in worry
spirals, it could help to reflect on
your beliefs about worry. When psychologists have compared chronic
worriers with non-worriers they’ve
found that the worry warts generally tend to see worry as a positive
thing even though they find it distressing. This seems to be partly because they believe worry stops bad
things from happening (I can relate
to this in terms of my flying phobia
- I’ve often thought, irrationally,
that if I ever stop worrying about
flying, then that’s when something
bad is especially likely to happen).
Chronic worriers also tend to be
perfectionist in the way they worry

“thought stopping” might help
bring your anxious self-talk
to a halt.
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- they think they can’t stop worrying until they’ve sorted out every
conceivable problem.
It sounds ridiculously simple but
a technique called “thought stopping” might help bring your anxious self-talk to a halt. The idea is
to visualise a stop sign or to say to
yourself, “I’ve done enough worrying now, there’s nothing more
I can do, I’m going to stop”, and
in so doing, you’re almost giving
yourself permission to stop worrying (a related idea is to set aside
a fixed amount of time to worry
- five minutes, say, perhaps including making notes on plans of action
- after which you will stop). A similar exercise is the “Mindbus technique” in which you visualise your
thoughts as unruly passengers on a
bus that you are driving, and then
exerting control over them, for example by letting them know who is
in charge or making them talk with
funny accents. The idea is to distance yourself from your thoughts
and to realise they are simply mental events and not facts.
Of course, life is filled with lows
as well as highs. There are times
when it’s only natural to cry, worry,
or chastise yourself. Success takes
more than positive thoughts, it
requires dedication and effort. But
how we think matters a lot too. After all, what happens in our lives is
filtered through our perspective on
the world and the narrative in our
heads. By learning to think more
positively and rationally (and less
self-critically), you will hopefully
find that your mood lightens and
that you start to notice the silver
linings as easily as the clouds.

